Handouts for New York GA Intergroup & Gam-Anon Unity
2021 Virtual Conference
“Gratitude – One Day At A Time”

Note: Not all workshop chairs/co-chairs provided handouts. For those that did, we have
attached them here, and for those that didn't, we have attached pages that indicate the
title of the workshop. In the upper left corner of each page, we have also noted the Zoom
Meeting Room Number and the time slot for the workshop. Refer to
www.gaconventions.com/newyork2021 for the complete schedule of workshops.
On that website page, you can click on the workshop you’d like to attend and a link will take
you to that Zoom meeting room. Or, if you prefer to join by telephone, the phone number,
meeting IDs, and password will be posted on that same website page.

Room 1: 1 p.m. – 1:50 p.m.

HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR SELF ESTEEM
1. Connect with people on a regular basis
2. Build your mental health support network
3. Challenge negative thoughts by trying to create more balanced and
realistic thoughts
4. Look after your mental and physical health (Sleep, exercise,
good nutrition)
5. Practice self-care regularly. Do things you enjoy and give you a
sense of achievement
6. Ask for help if things become too much

If you experience negative thoughts which affect your self
esteem ask yourself:
✓ What is the evidence that supports my thought? Is it based on fact
or opinion?
✓ Is there another way I can look at this situation rather than
viewing it negatively?
✓ Am I jumping to conclusions rather than considering alternatives?
✓ What is a more balanced thought I can make about myself which
can replace my negative view of myself?
✓ Are there any positives about myself which I am ignoring?
NOTE: This material is not GA approved literature. It cannot be used, displayed, or distributed in any GA room.

Room 1: 2 p.m. – 2:50 p.m.
THE PRESSURE RELIEF GROUP MEETING (PRGM) -DO WE ALL AGREE ON THE PROCESS?
Presenters: Larry B. and Craig H.
From Combo Book — p. 17 #7
We encourage every Gamblers Anonymous member to have a PRESSURE RELIEF GROUP
MEETING as it offers guidance toward a normal way of thinking and living. The PRESSURE RE
LIEF GROUP EETING may help alleviate legal, financial, employment and personal pressures.
Adherence to it will aid in your recovery.

PREPARING FOR THE PRESSURE RELIEF GROUP MEETING:
1) Ideally the PRGM process starts at the first meeting - why?
2) How and when do we address creditors?
3) How are the PRGM Financial Forms completed and by whom?
4) Where and when should the first PRGM be held?
5) Who should attend the PRGM?

PLEASE SHARE ON THE FOLLOWING QUESTION

How does today’s presentation encourage you (and your meeting)
to move forward with Pressure Relief Group Meetings?
(thank you for limiting your remarks to 3 - 4 minutes)
________________________________________________________________
AS PER GA BOT: “This material is NOT Gamblers Anonymous approved or appropriate
literature. It cannot be used, displayed or distributed in any Gamblers Anonymous room.”
AS PER GAM-ANON BOD: “All originally written Gam-Anon Conference Material is approved for use in our Gam
Anon meetings.”

Room 1: 3 p.m. – 3:50 p.m.
Staying in the Moment

GA- “This material is not GA approved literature. It cannot be used, displayed, or
distributed in any GA room.”
Gam-Anon- “All originally written Gam-Anon conference material is approved for use in GamAnon meetings.”

Room 1: 4 p.m. – 4:50 p.m.
The Courage to Change

GA- “This material is not GA approved literature. It cannot be used, displayed, or
distributed in any GA room.”
Gam-Anon- “All originally written Gam-Anon conference material is approved for use in GamAnon meetings.”

Room 2: 1 p.m. – 1:50 p.m.
The Art of the Phone Call

Presenters: Beth E. and Jay G.

I. Purpose of Making the Call
a. asking for help
b. sharing your experience, strength and hope to help someone else
2. What do you talk about?
a. when you make the call
b. when you receive the call
3. Benefits of the Call
a. Fellowship and/or Friendship
b. Unity
c. building a support network
4. How do you feel when you finish the call?

Disclaimer: This material is not GA approved literature. It cannot be used,
displayed, or distributed in any GA room.

Room 2: 2 p.m. – 2:50 p.m.
Toolbox to Recovery

GA- “This material is not GA approved literature. It cannot be used, displayed, or
distributed in any GA room.”
Gam-Anon- “All originally written Gam-Anon conference material is approved for use in GamAnon meetings.”

Room 2: 3 p.m. – 3:50 p.m.
Expectations Vs. Reality in Gamblers Anonymous

Some common expectations:
1. Some people come in expecting to get a loan or a handout.
2. Some members come in to get their spouse or parent off their back.
3. Some people expect to learn to gamble like a normal person.
4. Some members expect to learn how to stop gambling after a short time in GA,
then stay stopped on their own.

Reality often looks like this:
1. The compulsive gambler has to change and grow as a person.
2. He or she should work the steps.
3. There are no loans.
4. The compulsive gambler has to earn to live within a budget. He or she may need
to turn the management of the finances over to another trusted person.
5. The compulsive gambler can never gamble like a normal person.
6. The compulsive gambler has to keep coming to GA on a continuous basis to stay
stopped.

What were your expectations when you first started coming to GA?
Have they changed over time? What was the reality that confronted
you when you in your early days in GA? Has that changed over time?
Note: This material is not GA approved literature. It cannot be used, displayed, or distributed in
any GA room.

Room 2: 4 p.m. – 4:50 p.m.
From Abstinence to Recovery – How do we get there?

GA- “This material is not GA approved literature. It cannot be used, displayed, or
distributed in any GA room.”
Gam-Anon- “All originally written Gam-Anon conference material is approved for use in GamAnon meetings.”

Room 3: 1 p.m. – 1:50 p.m.

The Journey: The Ups and Downs in Program
Presenters: Karin G. (Gam-anon) and Joel G. (GA)

I.
A.

B.

C.

Working the Twelve Steps of Recovery “restores us to lead a normal way
of thinking and living” (Step 2)
Recovery does not mean life is perfect; things happen to us that cause
emotional reactions.
Overcoming trouble in Recovery
1. Using the tools of the Program
2. Detaching from bad influences
3. Learning to deal with day-to-day issues
Dealing with Emotions
1. Fear, Anger, Guilt, Shame, Depression, Pain, Anxiety, etc.
2. Creating Routines
3. Holding off on Major Decisions
Celebrating Good Milestones
1. Recovery is full of “firsts”
2. Abstinence and recovery (courage, strength, change, serenity, faith)

Ups and Downs – GAM-ANON Readings and thoughts for discussion
Reading: Past and Present (p 24)
Life’s Paths
Life’s path has been laid, it is filled with obstacles and detours.
To overcome the obstacles is strength.
To continue is courage.
To reject a smoother path for a detour, is faith.
Reading: 52 Meditations (p 25)
Setbacks: Thought for the Day
Today may not be as I hoped it would be, but with my Gam-Anon Program and
comfort from my Gam-Anon brothers and sisters I will gain the strength to move
past any discomfort I feel today. Today I will…keep Program close to me and be
mindful of its ability to let me work through the hurdle’s life can place in my path. I
will contact a Gam-Anon brother or sister who can help me because he or she was
once where I am now. Today I will remember… growing and moving forward does
not happen without setbacks. I am not alone. My Gam-Anon Program is here to help
me grow and identify my mistakes so I can become the person I want to be.
-“Thank you for life, and all the little ups and downs that give me strength and
courage to appreciate each and every day.”
GA- This material is not GA approved literature. It cannot be used, displayed, or distributed in any GA room.
Gam-Anon- “All originally written Gan-Anon conference material is approved for use in Gam-Anon meetings.”

Defects Then and Now

Room 3 2 p.m. - 2:50 p.m.
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Room 3: 3 p.m. – 3:50 p.m.

Life After Gambling
We will look at love, trust, and handling responsibilities, after the gambling has
stopped whether you are the gambler or the one affected by the gambling of
another. The hearing of different perspectives will provide insight into how we
change as recovery happens.
Prompts for Discussion:
1. How have your relationships with your significant others, family, and

friends changed since you came into Gambler’s Anonymous
2. What are challenges you are facing in life today that Gambler’s

Anonymous is helping you deal with and how?
3. How do you use the tools of Gambler’s Anonymous in your every day life
4. How has your pressure relief group helped you besides repaying debts?

And if you haven’t had a PRGM, why not?
5. Discuss any of the following character assets and defects, what they mean

to you today, and how they has changed since you stopped gambling
a. Gratitude
b. Love
c. Trust
d. Responsibility
e. Honesty
f. Self Esteem
g. Self Worth
h. Self Confidence
i. The Role of Money

Note: This material is not GA approved literature. It cannot be used, displayed, or distributed in
any GA room.

Room 3: 4 p.m. – 4:50 p.m.

Workshop “Facing our fears”
When compulsive gambling was active in our home , there was much fear. Fear of
money lost , relationships strained and possibly lost , fears that were obvious , fears that
were masked , fears so deep they could not be identified.
When recovery in gamblers anonymous and Gam-Anon began one of the obvious fears
, one of being alone in our problem began to be relieved. We met others who had
similar struggles, pain, and now recovery. An antidote to fear, Hope began to show itself
in our lives, even if only a glimmer.
As we began to recover, some fears remained.
There are acronyms for fear. One specific acronym that can keep us from changing.
False evidence appearing real.
Another acronym can bring us to change and heal. Face everything and recover.
Discuss any ONE of the below topics.

1)

One of the above acronyms and example of how this applies to your life today.

2)

A specific Fear that was with you in recovery and how you have overcome this
fear.

3)

A fear that you have today in your life and steps you are taking to work on this
fear.

4)

It is said an strong remedy to a specific fear is Faith. Do you believe this? Explain
your feelings about the remedy of faith in regards to a specific fear.

GA- This material is not GA approved literature. It cannot be used, displayed, or distributed in any GA room.
Gam-Anon- “All originally written Gan-Anon conference material is approved for use in Gam-Anon meetings.”

Room 4: 1 p.m. – 1:50 p.m.

SETTING BOUNDARIES

After being hurt many of us put up walls to protect ourselves from our gamblers or
others. Walls shut people out completely whereas boundaries are respectful borders
defining where one person stops and another begins. Healthy boundaries are important
to keep us and others safe from being manipulated or taken advantage of.
Please share with us your experience as you relate to one of the following questions:
1. Do you see yourself as separate and distinct from your gambler, your parents,
your children? Can you be closely connected to others and still not feel
responsible for them or do you get so enmeshed in another’s life that you lose
yourself? Can you “detach with love”?
2. Are you afraid to let down the walls between yourself and your gambler or some
other person in your life? Does the wall keep you safe? What else does it do?
What happens when you allow yourself to be vulnerable again?
3. How do you prevent others from invading your boundaries? Do you overstep
other people’s boundaries? How?
4. How have healthy boundaries helped you to protect yourself and heal your
wounds?

**All originally written Gam-Anon conference material is approved for use in Gam-Anon meetings**

Room 4: 2 p.m. – 2:50 p.m.
Gratitude: One Day at a Time
January 31, 2021
Workshop: Learning to Let Go

Please share your perspective and thoughts on one or more of the
following:

What have you been able to let go of since being in program? Are there
feelings or issues that you struggle or struggled with letting go?
·

Did the process of letting go begin immediately or was it gradual?
What have you gained from letting go? What have you lost?
·

Does your ability or inability to let go impact the amount of
gratitude you feel? Are the two connected or mutually exclusive?
·

·

What tools of the program have you used to learn to let go?

Please Note: All originally written Gam-Anon conference material is approved for use in GamAnon meetings.

Room 4: 3 p.m. – 3:50 p.m.
MINI-CONFERENCE GAM-ANON WORKSHOP

CAME FOR THE GAMBLER…STAYED FOR ME
FOR TODAY’S WORKSHOP: PLEASE SHARE YOUR PERSONAL EXPERIENCE

WE CAME FOR THE GAMBLER…SHARE WHY YOU
STAYED AND HOW YOUR LIFE HAS CHANGED
BECAUSE OF GAM-ANON.
********************************************
OUR GAM-ANON LITERATURE HAS BEEN A LIFELINE TO US AND HAS IMPACTED OUR LIVES TO GIVE US STRENGTH, HOPE
AND COURAGE. WE CAN READ ABOUT THE EXPERIENCES OF OTHERS AND WE CAN LISTEN TO THE “VOICE” OF OUR
PROGRAM THAT HAS INSPIRED US TO HAVE HOPES AND DREAMS.
When I can freely feel this strength of being a separate person, then I find that I can let myself go much more deeply in
understanding and accepting the gambler because I am not fearful of losing myself.
Living with the Compulsive Gambler pg.10
When I valued keeping myself more than losing him, when the loss of myself became more painful than the loss of him.
Reflections.pg. 22
Only with awareness and guidance will I find the courage to change my self-defeating role. Vigilance and consistency are
required to maintain healthy relationships which I will grow and be nurtured.
Gam-Anon 4th Step pg.22

I alone am responsible for the quality of my life. I cannot blame anyone else for the way I choose to live.
When I am able to accept this premise, I will mature…enjoy life… because it is all mine.
Past and Present pg.31

I didn’t think much of myself of respect the person I was when all my time was devoted to controlling and taking the
responsibilities of those I love. I love them more now and I am learning to love me.
Past and Present pg. 29

The storm we lived through is many years past. We continue to learn each day to love, respect, trust and laugh again.
Together we are thankful for the peace and wonders of each day. Thanks to our Higher Power, to Gam-Anon and GA.
Insights pg.56

As per Gam-Anon BOD: “All originally written Gam-Anon Conference Material is approved for use in our
Gam-Anon Meetings.”

Room 4: 4 p.m. – 4:50 p.m.
On your path to serenity, how can you share recovery with your family ?

GA- “This material is not GA approved literature. It cannot be used, displayed, or
distributed in any GA room.”
Gam-Anon- “All originally written Gam-Anon conference material is approved for use in GamAnon meetings.”

